“We aren’t really a typical STAFDA
house,” Hamm begins by way of introduction. “I consider a STAFDA house
primarily a fastener and tool house, and
although we do sell some fastener lines,
including Simpson Strong-Tie, we’re a
concrete supply house.”
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CCS serves a roughly 200-mile
radius of Chicago from its homeoffice branch in Naperville. Four other
branches are located in Huntley and
Bellwood, Illinois, Merrillville, Indiana,
and Pewaukee, Wisconsin. The
company’s delivery territory is much
wider, thanks in part to a couple of its
more “atypical for STAFDA” capabilities.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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chicago contractor’s supply
builds with forming and rebar

“we’ve been a
sphere one
member for
seven years.
they’re a great
organization.
sphere one has
quality vendors
and we try to
support them.”

This is in part due to the concrete
market emphasis of CCS’s parent
company. Owner Tom Fahey focuses
on SureBuilT Metals & Manufacturing,
which produces concrete forms and
accessories. SureBuilT is based in
nearby Bellwood, Illinois, and occupies
a 320,000 square foot manufacturing
facility there. The Bellwood facility also
houses some functions for CCS, including its marketing and HR departments.
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by Tom Hammel

by Tom Hammel

CCS vice president Leigh Hamm
manages the supply side operations
of the five-branch distribution business
and has been with CCS since 1978.
CCS president Ray Bartholomae was
the president of Symons.
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L

ike that famous box of
chocolates, you never know
what you are going to find
when you walk through the
door of a distributorship.
True, Chicago Contractor
Supply’s (CCS) website mentioned
concrete forming supplies and hinted
at rebar fabrication capabilities, but
sometimes reality is a bigger surprise
than you expected.
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The main CCS store in Naperville,
Illinois, is a 6,000-square-foot
open-concept layout with a heavy
emphasis on concrete tools,
accessories and chemicals —
with a few lasers and power
tools for good measure.

by Tom Hammel

“one of our first requirements of any
vendor is that they belong to stafda,
sphere one or some buying group.”
k eith d i e hl , i ns i d e cou nt e r s ale s & pur chasi ng
“One of the unique things we do is
hydraulic self-rising cores and forms
for high-rise buildings. When you
build the spine of a building and the
elevator shafts, they hydraulically lift
from floor to floor. We have quite a
bit invested in those and they are a
big part of our business. So, including the forming equipment, rental
is a very significant portion of our
business, in the range of 10 to 15
percent. But again, we are mainly a
sales company.”
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Also, as a concrete house, CCS
only carries power tool brands that
are preferred by concrete contractors, mainly Bosch and Metabo.
“Power tools aren’t a major
category for us,” Hamm says. “Other
distributors in our markets specialize in power tools and we don’t feel
like we need to sell that cheap. If we
can’t make a margin and we really
don’t see the need to go after that
business, then we will just carry the
tools our customers use, like Bosch
hammers and Metabo grinders.”
CCS lists tool repair on its website
too, but that, Hamm explains,
pertains largely to the company’s
own truck and rental fleet.

“We do some outside repairs,” he
says. “If we sell it, we’ll service it, but
I try to keep our repair shop basically
for us. I’ve got a fleet of 20 trucks
and we service those. Plus, we service our regular rental equipment.”
From the street, the Naperville
branch looks smaller than it is.
“We actually have 70,000 feet under
roof here,” Hamm says. “We have
5,000 feet in the showroom. Merrillville and Huntley both have about
2,000-square-foot showrooms and
Bellwood has a very small showroom.”
CCS owns its facilities in
Naperville, nearby Bellwood and
Huntley and rents buildings for
its newer Merrillville, Indiana, and
Pewaukee, Wisconsin, branches.

reliable sources
Inside counter sales and
purchasing associate Keith Diehl has
been with CCS for 15 years. Selfdescribed as part jack-of-all-trades
and part Sherlock Holmes, Diehl
does purchasing, maintains customer relationships, provides technical
information and sleuths out new and
special products. Every time, he has
two main starting points.

“When we’re looking at new
products or lines, we tend to stay
with STAFDA and Sphere One
vendors,” Diehl explained. “One
of our first requirements of any vendor is that they belong to STAFDA,
Sphere One or some buying group.
We used to use a lot of catalogs and
phone calls, but now I would say 85
percent of my actual purchasing is
via email and internet.”
Purchasing manager Pete Colwell,
one of the newest members of the
CCS team, has been with the company for just two years. His backstory includes work with construction
manufacturers and distributors. Colwell also subscribes to the “STAFDA
or Sphere One” general qualifier for
sourcing new products and vendors.
“The STAFDA Directory is an
excellent resource, but I do most
everything else by internet or email.
Sphere One is fast because they put
it all on one page, so if you need to
look up something quick or remember a certain vendor, it saves a lot
of time, especially in this industry
where you’re sometimes trying to do
several things at once.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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“keith and i try to stay on the same page
and utilize key resources like stafda
and sphere one as much as possible.”
pe te co lwe ll, pur chasi ng manage r

Raising the bar
In addition to forming equipment
rentals, CCS offers rebar fabrication,
a lot of rebar.

by Tom Hammel

“Before I came here, they had
purchasing managers who did their
own thing and may not have focused
as much on STAFDA or Sphere One
vendors. Keith and I try to work
on the same page and utilize key
resources like STAFDA and Sphere
One as much as possible.”
“We’ve been a Sphere One
member for seven years,” Hamm
adds. “They’re a great organization.
We initially joined because we sold
collated fasteners, which we
no longer sell. For a while we were
kind of a fish out of water in Sphere
One, but now they’re moving into
concrete more, which is a better
fit for us. Sphere One has quality
vendors and we try to support them.”
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Other than commercial concrete
supply sales, waterproofing and
forming rentals, CCS is also involved
in metro Chicago residential building, which is back to booming in the
western and northwestern suburbs.
CCS supplies several subcontractors
who build basements for production
homebuilders, including their rebar.
“We supply a lot of custom
builders too. There are quite a
few custom homes going up, and
because they are generally one-offs,
they need to be designed individually.
It’s not unusual to put a 20,000- or
30,000-square-foot home in on the
North shore.”

“Rebar fabrication is a big service
for us, but in the rebar business,
being a small guy when a lot of your
competition is owned by companies
like Nucor or Gerdau means you need
to have an advantage to compete,”
Hamm notes. “Ours is our fab shop
and our facility in Bellwood. We move
a lot of rebar through here; some jobs
go into the hundreds of tons.”
Because the Naperville store is
so close to the Bellwood facility, the
CCS team is able to turn around
special orders quickly, another
advantage against larger, slower
competitors.
“Sometimes we get orders just
because we do things that no one
else does,” Hamm explains. “We
recently got an order because we
have rebar threading capacity in
Bellwood. Everyone else was weeks
out, but we could do it overnight.”
That said, having a large metal
manufacturer in the corporate family
isn’t all a bed of roses. As it is in all
families, sometimes the big brother
can be a bit obstreperous.
“Just because we are part of the
same company, that doesn’t get
us any preferential treatment from
them,” Leigh says. “SureBuilT treats
us like any other dealer. They mark
up to us just like they mark up everybody else. Quite frankly, they treat us
worse than some others — because
they can!” he says and laughs.
On the question of domestic or
imported rebar, Hamm says the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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FROM THE JOBSITE TO THE WORKSHOP,
YOU CAN COUNT ON ROLAIR TO DELIVER.
If you depend on air power, you need a compressor that will
deliver every single day — no excuses. That includes holidays.
That includes every minute of every shift. As a third-generation
manufacturer known for craftsmanship, Rolair Compressors will
quickly become one of the most valued assets in your shop.
Rolair. Delivering the goods since 1959.

ROLAIR.COM | HUSTISFORD, WISCONSIN

market dictates the choice. To meet
various demands, CCS works with
specific domestic suppliers when
jobs call for it, but the company also
imports rebar, often by the half- or
full-barge load — 800 or 1,600 tons.
To manage those quantities, CCS
uses aSa Rebar Estimating Software
for its estimating work.

“We’ll get plans in from one of our
customers, estimate it for them and
send the quotes in,” he explains. “If
we are awarded the job, then I send
it out to an independent detailer who
creates a shop drawing, which tells
where all the rebar is placed in that

www.scenicroadmfg.com

The detailer’s bar list may cover
an entire job or just part of one. That
information goes to Schmidt in the
form of control code that he imports
into the computer system, which
then prints out tags and a bar list.
The bar list goes to the shop and
tells the workers what to make. They
fab the order and it is loaded and
shipped to the job.
Schmidt’s fab shop is 20,000
square feet. Four cranes handle the
heavy lifting for bar that comes in

• Extra Thick - Powder Coated - Structural
Steel Undercarriage
• Extra Thick - High-Density Polyethylene Tray
• Available in 6 - 8 - 10 Cubic Foot Models /
Single or Dual Wheel / All Traditional Tire
Options

Can your wheelbarrow do this?
SEE THE VIDEO:

With the rebar operation in full
swing and a revived construction
market in Chicagoland, Hamm
smiles when asked about growth
opportunities. The company’s

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURER

• 40w to 120w
• Dual Voltage (120/277)
• 35,000 Hour Rated
STARTING AT

$85.00 ea.
• 1/2" to 4"
• Rugged Iron & Steel
Construction
STARTING AT

$1.49 ea.

newest branch, an acquisition, is less
than three years old.
“That’s always on the table,”
Hamm says. “Anything new right
now would probably be a green-field
operation, but we are always open
to possibilities. So yes, we could see
expanding a little further out.”

847-455-0188

garvinindustries.com
info@garvinindustries.com

MAGNETIC

4" BRIDLE
SQUARE JUNCTION
BOXES
RINGS

• Fastest Cable Install
• 3/4" to 4" Loop
• White or Black
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MCGROUNDING
CABLE CLAMPS & METAL
STUD BRACKET
BUSHINGS
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STAINLESS STEEL
REDUCING BUSHINGS

SGB SERIES

• Installs Before
or After Wire Pull
• 1/2" to 6" In Stock
• Fits Rigid or EMT
Conduits

WIDE MOUTH
BEAM CLAMPS

• 3/8" to 6" In Stock
• 316 Stainless Steel

Smooth Machined
Stainless Steel reads

WE CUSTOMIZE ANYTHING...CALL TODAY!

• 1/4", 3/8" & 1/2"
• 3-1/8" Wide Jaw
• Rugged Iron

MBC SERIES
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SCENIC ROAD
VS.
THE ROCK.

Although much of the rebar is
used locally, Schmidt and his team
also ship to locations such as North
Dakota and Pennsylvania. Freight
costs, Schmidt says, are the only
obstacle to CCS being able to ship
rebar anywhere in the United States.
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RIGHT ANGLE
BEAM CLAMPS

• 800 lb. Load Capacity

through one set of bays, is sent to
the workstations, which include shear
lines, automatic and manual benders
and bundling and staging areas by
another set of bays for shipping.
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foundation. We send that in for approval. Once it’s approved, and the
customer releases it, we send it to
the fabrication shop.”

LED
TEMPLIGHTS

BUILT TO OUTLAST

TRADE
TOUGH.

mike s chmid t, reba r d ivis ion op erations ma na ger

by Tom Hammel

by Tom Hammel

Back-breaking work no
more, CCS does it right
with automated shears and
benders, enabling its fab
shop team to handle hundreds of tons of bar per job.
Some individual jobs go to
800 tons or more and CCS
estimators work on 10 to 20
jobs simultaneously.

“So far this year, we have done
over 230 estimating jobs for different
customers,” Schmidt says.
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Rebar operations manager Mike
Schmidt heads up the company’s
busy rebar division. On any given
day, Schmidt and his team of
three full-time estimators will be
working on 10 to 20 projects. Some
of those jobs are completed in one
pass, while others will take up to
eight months of work. The amount of
rebar per job can range from one ton
to 800 tons or more.

“so far this year, we have done
over 230 estimating jobs for
different customers.”
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